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Help file for creating own, individual Raspberry Pi Radiosonde
System Image (kxyTrack)

Manual version for kxyTrack 1.6 (2022-03-01)

This manual explains the points and settings for creating a ready to work system image, which
should be saved on the SD card for Raspberry Pi.

This image is suitable for Raspberry Pi 3B, 3B+ and Raspberry Pi 4B. Other versions of
Raspberry Pi was not tested and there is no warranty that‘s it will be working fine.

kxyTrack image is based on the 32-bit version of Raspberry Pi OS with embedded dxlAPRS
toolchain to enable radiosonde decoding process additionally equipped with automated scripts
for easy and fast start-up of the receiving station.

This is the main window of software generation page where you can customize your system.
 

(kxyTrack image generation page)
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Basic settings:

User: This is the name of the station (your callsign or used username on website optionally
modified to met requirements of APRS protocol.

Coordinates: The longitude and latitude of the receiving station are entered here. Coordinates
of station you can set from the user profile page. If the receiving station is to be set up at a
different location, set the necessary values in the user profile. 

APRS Station Comment:  This is the text which is displayed as additional text at the APRS
receiving station on APRS map.

APRS Frame Comment: This text appears for the received radiosondes in additional comment
field.

SDR Receivers Configuration:

Number of SDR Devices: The number of connected SDR receivers (sticks) is entered here.
The amount of  SDR devices can be changed later from Raspberry  Pi  (for example – after
upgrading station)

Frequency Ration (for one SDR Receiver): With one SDR receiver you can scan the whole
meteo band (400-406 MHz).  One SDR receiver  can scan 2 MHz band simultaneously  (for
example: 400 – 402 MHz), but it can change scan ranges every one minute. To sum up: one
receiver can scan the entire band within 3 minutes. One minute for band 400 – 402 MHz, next
for 402 – 404 MHz and last minute for 404 – 406 MHz. To frequency rotation work properly you
have to fill the data in all 3 tables! When the rotation option is enabled you can only use one
SDR receiver.

Squelch [%]: This value is a squelch level from which the signal is received and decoded. This
can be set individually for each SDR. 100% = squelch opened / 0% squelch closed (at 100%
squelch is turned off - fully opened and it requires the highest Raspberry CPU usage, due to
analysing all received signals even environment noise)

APRS Configuration:

APRS Servers:
RADIOSONDY.INFO APRS Servers can be set together with aprs.fi servers as a backup option.

- Radiosondy.Info (14580): Radiosonde data are registered into RADIOSONDY.INFO database
and there are forwarded to aprs.fi servers too.

-  Radiosondy.info  (14590):  Radiosonde  data  are  registered  only into  RADIOSONDY.INFO
database and there are not forwarded to aprs.fi servers.

- APRS.FI (euro.aprs2.net:14580): Radiosonde data are sent directly do aprs.fi servers. If the
radiosondy.info APRS server goes down, receiver are automatically connects to aprs.fi servers
and continues to send data directly. This setting are used as a backup option and can be set
together with one of RADIOSONDY.INFO APRS server. When RADIOSONDY.INFO servers are
working fine, the direct connection to aprs.fi is not established.
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Low Altitude threshold [m]: This  is  the radiosonde altitude value in  meters,  in  which the
interval  in seconds data about radiosonde sent to the server is changed from High Altitude
mode to Low Altitude mode.

Send Frames (Low Altitude) [s]: This is the time interval of data sent to the server when the
radiosonde is below the altitude threshold. In the case of starting and landing, data packets are
often sent to the network to ger more accurate starting/landing position.  Recommended value
should not  be less than 5 seconds,  otherwise only part  of data will  be forwarded to aprs.fi
network (if is set).

Send Frames (High Altitude) [s]: This is the time interval to send data when the radiosonde is
above the specified altitude limit. Recommened value is 10-15 seconds.

Frequency range for SDR #1, SDR #2, SDR #3: 

In this tables the desired receive frequencies are selected for each SDR device. Remember to
do not  exceed the 2  MHz difference between lowest  and highest  frequency for  each SDR
device.
The Frequencymask is show you the fields what is possible. Not possible Frequency becomes
grey field color.  For best performance you can select up to 8 frequencies per SDR device.  If
more than 8 frequencies are entered, a buffer overflow error may occur. It is noticeable that
Raspberry works with full load, so with 100% of the time and radiosonde data was sent with few
seconds delays causing desync of received data by servers.
When you do more then 8 fields, then a message in the top of the mask tells you have allready
8 frequency choose and it cannot be more use.

Attention: When the frequency rotation SDR device is selected, you can only use one
SDR receiver and you must fill up all 3 frequency tables with different frequencies what
you want to scan. Frequencies can be repeated - repeated frequencies will  be will  be
listened all time.  Frequency band change are made every 60 seconds hopping from table
1 to table 2, from tables 2 to table 3 and from table 3 again to table 1.

Frequency rotation will not work with custom setups using multiple SDR sticks.

All  of  selected  values  can  be  modified  later  from  the  Raspberry  user  interface  (for
example, the changing frequencies or bandwidth range).

After finishing all points in the configurator click the "Generate image file" button at the bottom of
the page. After that a message will be displayed that the your image file is being generating and
an e-mail will be sent to e-mail address which you use for registration. It may take up to 10
minutes. You can also check your own spam folder in your mailbox.
If the "Generate image file" button can not be selected, a red message will appear at the
top that another user is also creating an image. In this case, try again in a few minutes
until the server resources are free again!

In this E-Mail you receive a download link for a Image File (a zip file with image file which size is
approximately 900 MB) which is available to download for the next 24 hours, and the login 
credentials to your device. Take care to this password. Only in this mail you see it! It is not 
saved in Radiosondy and cannot be recoverd by radiosondy! If you forget it, you must generate 
a new image!
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The zip file must be unpacked on the computer and file called: „kxyTrack4GB_1_6.img” must be
write to SD Card using the „Win32DiskImager” or „Balena Etcher”program. Minimal required 
size of SD Card is 8 GB (some 4GB card works too but using it is not recommended)

   
(flashing system image onto SD Card using Balena Etcher software)

On your device the VNC, Bluetooth and Wi-Fi functions are enabled by default and you can
connect to your device remotely with the VNC Viewer application. To connect via VNC you must
provide login credentials which you received in e-mail with download link. The Raspberry web
address to be entered into the VNC Viewer can be found on your own router under "connected
devices" or "connected devices" as "KXYTRACK" with an assigned IP address.

Before you run Raspberry for first time, read the section "Direct operation on Raspberry
Pi” below!
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Direct operation on Raspberry Pi:

After uploading the image to the SD card, place the card in Raspberry Pi. Now connect all SDR
receivers to Raspberry and connect the antenna.  Radiosonde decoding is always started
automatically,  after  which  Raspberry  is  powered  on.  If  a  power  failure  occurs,  it  is
ensured that the radiosonde decoding will restart when it power are restored. (Auto Start)

1) FIRST RUN:

The first start of the Image will extend the SD Card to the full size of it and configure other
system services. So if you use 16GB SD Card the filesystem storage will be resized from default
4GB to 16GB. After first run configuration your device will be rebooted automatically!
This will be show in a window on the screen to inform you. 

(First run configuration screen)

After first run configuration and device reboot the sonde receiving station is ready to use, no
additional actions required and sonde decoding proccess is running in background.
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2) MAIN DESKTOP:

In the upper Desktop in Clock area you see 4 grey fields. This are 4 Desktop. So you can switch
quick from one desktop to another e.g. you can put in every desktop a SDR Stick Window and
on 4th Desk you put APRS Map.

(Main desktop)

A) Icon „CALIBRATE_SDR“:
There is also the "Calibrate SDR" icon on the Raspberry desktop. After running this program,
the SDR devices will be calibrated again. You can do this when, for example, you connect a
new SDR receiver. In order to successfully calibrate receivers and configurations on Raspberry,
the RF filter must be removed (if you have one) between the antenna and the SDR receiver,
because the measurement is made on the frequencies of cellular network transmitters working
on 900 MHz. If you don't remove antenna filter cellular network transmitter may not be found
and the calibration will not be performed correctly. Actual calibration status will be show also in
an Window on Desktop and give Information of the status. (this may take up to 20 minutes
depends on amount of connected SDR receivers).
When the first calibration will finish, the Raspberry will start the sonde decoder automatically.

SDR Calibration is neccessary only for old version of RTL-SDR sticks (with the plastic
case) and need to be run manually. On newer versions of RTL-SDR (V3) calibration
proccess is not needed.
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(SDR Calibration process)

B) Icon „APRSMAP“:
After running this program you will see the OSM map and display the radiosondes decoded by
your receiver by default. The first launch requires access to the Internet to download maps of
your area. You can zoom in and out with the mouse wheel and download further areas of the
map (automatically).  They are stored on raspberry,  so the next  time you can see the map
without an internet connection. This is an advantage if you want to use Raspberry as mobile
decoder and you no longer have access to the Internet.

C) Icon „START“:
This allows you to start the radiosonde decoding manually if the radiosonde decoder has been
stopped manually. Raspberry, however, always starts decoding automatically when you turn it
on!

D) Icon „RELOAD“:
When  the  radiosonde  decoding  settings  was  changed  (e.g.  frequency  setting,  etc.),  this
command allows you to load new data into the decoding software during operation. Only need
to start this and decoder will stop then read all data new and start decoder again!

E) Icon „STOP“:
With this command, the radiosonde decoding software will be terminated.

F) Icon „RADIOSONDY SDR #1,#2,#3,“:
These are windows that represent the receiving radiosonde data. Each SDR receiver is opened
in  a  separate  window.  You  can  change  the  window  contents  using  the  following  key
combination:
Open the window (e.g. Radiosondy SDR #1) Press the „CTRL + A” keys simultaneously, than lift
your fingers from keyboard and then press the „N” key. Every this combination is repeated, the
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next of 4 Windows will show you info from this SDR Stick #1. This works for all connected SDR
receivers seperately.

(Radiosondy SDR #1 screen example)

When changing screens if the following content (screen below) will appear in one of the window,
this is buffer overflow error. This happens when too many frequencies have been entered (more
than 8) or wrong SDR settings.

(Buffer overflow example due to too much frequencies set for one SDR device)

G) Icon „EDIT_APRS“:
In this file the APRS server addresses are provided  which the received radiosonde data is sent.

H) Icon „EDIT_FREQUENCY“:
After launching this program there are 3 windows opened. Each window is assigned to one
SDR receiver. Blank files concern unprogrammed SDR receivers.
Additional frequencies can be added later in the same format as the others.  The frequencies
can also be set exactly to 10 kHz, which is not possible when the image is generated by the
website.
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Please  make  attention  to  use  a  dot  symbol  (.)  and  NOT  the  comma  symbol  (,)  in
frequency. This makes an error and application will not work!

Example entry for setting frequency:

f 403.470 10 60 70 24000

means:

f   sonde_frequency (403.470)   AFC (10)  Squelch (60)  Lowpass Filter (70) Bandwidth (24000)

If the radiosonde reception is not working properly, the squelch value may be too low. The lower
value (1) requires stronger signal for  decoding.  The higher value (100) requires more CPU
power to decoding weaker signals. A good value is 60 – 80. This you need to experimenting. It
depends your receiver setup, antenna cable lenght, amplifier, etc.. Every station have different
conditions different so common values are provided.

Default  frequency  parameters  is  the  optimal  configuration  which  should  be  able  to
receive all supported types of radiosondes.

I) Icon „EDIT USERINFO“:
Editing basic user data such as callsign, location, interval of sending data, etc. Changes should
be made only, if you understood the structure of the configuration file, eg spacing between lines
etc. If you made a mistake, the sonde decoding will not be possible or it will works incorrectly.

J) Icon „ENABLE MONITORING“:
This will enable on your Pi sending telemetry data about resources and health status of your
Raspberry. This means that you can check for temperature readings, CPU utilization and many
other interesting details. These details can be seen on the status page (link in your own user
area - RaspberryPi System Monitoring button).

(User panel from the website with section about monitoring Raspberry Pi device)

After clicking buton you will see list of your all generated system images and from that list you
can go to monitoring statistics of selected system. If you don’t use some copy of system image
listed to your account, you can regenerate system image with the existing installation ID. You
can generate 3 different images per one account for use up to 3 different locations that belongs
to you
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(sample page with monitoring information about your device – temperature, CPU and disk usage, uptime)

By default monitoring services are enabled! If you don’t want to send telemetry data from
the Raspberry please use icon DISABLE MONITORING!

Disabling monitoring function does not affect the proper functioning of the software

K) Icon „DISABLE MONITORING“:
This will disable all monitoring features of your Pi and you will not be able to get remote 
information about your Raspberry Pi status. Remote help also will be not available until you start
the monitoring service again.

L) Icon „CHANGE_APRS_SSID“:
If  you  are  using  multiple  radiosonde  stations  working  from the  same callsign  you  need to
change  APRS  SSID  values  for  second,  third  etc.  receiver.  To  do  this  you  can  run  this
application and set up new values.
By default for every generated image SSID values are:

-15 - for station beacon
-14 - for sending radiosondes data from SDR receiver
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You can change APRS SSIDs values to different per every SDR receiver – for example: -14 for
first SDR, -13 for seconds SDR and -12 for third SDR.

Attention: When you use other APRS Devices like your cellular phone or portable radio, 
etc. Make sure that the APRS SSID numbers not are the same with your radiosonde 
receiver!

You shouldn’t use a few copies of image with the same installation ID and with the same
APRS SSID values simultaneously! Using images with the same installation ID

simultaneuosly can be used only for offline usage.

3) SUPPORTED RADIOSONDE TYPES:

Manufacturer Model

Vaisala RS41, RS92

Graw DFM06, DFM09, DFM17

Meteomodem M10, M20

Intermet Systems iMET-4, iMET-54

Meisei iMS-100
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